Ox40 regulates the conversion and suppressive function of double-negative regulatory T cells.
Naïve CD4 T cells can be converted to double-negative regulatory T cells (DNT) by mature dendritic cells (mDCs) and IL-2 stimulation, with IL-2 enhancing the proliferation and Perforin expression of DNT. However, the molecules that affect the conversion of DNT are still not clear. Here, we investigated the effects of Ox40 on the conversion and function of DNT in vitro and in vivo without IL-2. We found that OX86 (an Ox40 agonist) increased the conversion rate of DNT but failed to enhance the suppressive function of DNT. Ox40 deficiency profoundly decreased the conversion rate and suppressive function of DNT. This suppression decline was caused by effects of Ox40 on proliferation and apoptosis independent of Perforin, Granzyme B and Fas ligand. Ox40 deficiency influenced the regulatory function of DNT through multiple signals, such as Cxcr3, Cd160 and Cd30, independently of Prf, Gzmb and Fasl. In conclusion, we elucidated that Ox40 promotes the conversion and maintenance of DNT. Ox40 deficiency reduced the regulatory function of DNT both in vitro and in vivo by regulating proliferation, apoptosis, and suppression-related genes.